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This paper deals with the problem of increasing the reliability of 
gate-type logical circuits through the use of redundancy. We will 
derive a lower bound on the amount of redundancy necessary to 
achieve a certain error correcting ability and show how this bound 
varies with the complexity of the elements used in the design of the 
redundant circuit, measured by the number of inputs. The com- 
plexity of encoders of block codes for transmission of information is
defined. A bound similar to the one mentioned above on the error 
correcting ability of codes is derived which depends on the codes' 
rate of transmission and on the complexity of their encoders. Fi- 
nally, we establish ~ connection between the bound on the error 
correcting ability of ~ redundant circuit and the bound on the error 
correcting ability of a block code. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the problem of increasing the reliability of 
gate-type logical circuits through the use of redundancy. In particular, 
we wilt determine a lower bound on the amount of redundancy necessary 
to achieve a certain level of reliability and show how this bound varies 
with the complexity of the elements used in the design of the redundant 
ch~cuit. 
A large class of schemes for designing reliable automata from less 
reliable elements consists of giving a set of rules for replacing an element 
(yon Neumann, 1956; Verbeck, 1960; i\~[uroga, 1960; Tryon, 1962; 
Lyol~s and Vanderkulk, 1962), or a group of elements (Armstrong, 
1961), of the irredundant automata by a (redundant) group of elements. 
To use the language of information theory, the configuration of the 
outputs of the elements of the irredundant automaton is coded, the 
code word being the configuration of the outputs of the elements of the 
redundant automaton, assuming it is noiseless. To ensure reliable oper- 
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ation the redundant circuit is supposed to correct errors which occur, 
i.e., perform the function of a decoder. In some redundancy schemes this 
function is performed by a special part of the circuitry (e.g., the re- 
storing organ in yon Neumann's (1956 scheme), and in other schemes 
this function is performed by the same elements which compute the 
desired logical function (see, for example, Verbeek (1960), Muroga 
(1960), and Tryon (1962)). 
The outputs of one level of logic are the inputs for the next level, and 
therefore the information entering a group of elements may already be 
in a coded form. (in all the references cited above this code consists of 
replacing a single line by n lines, all of which are supposed to carry the 
same information). This paper will investigate the amount of logical 
redundancy required to enable the circuit to perform its logical function 
with a certain degree of reliability. We will assume that the information 
enters the circuit in a coded form and the output is given as a code word, 
and disregard the degrading effect of the noise in the part of the circuit 
which performs tJae decoding (restoring) or encoding. This approach 
does not mean to suggest a reliability scheme in which only part of the 
circuit is noisy, but since the results in the paper give a lower bound of 
the amount of redundancy needed, the lower bound will remahl valid 
even when noise in the restoring part of the circuit is considered. 
The approach taken in this paper originated with Elias (1958), and 
we will indicate how the results obtained here generalize the results 
reported by Elias (1958), Peterson and Robin (1959), and Winograd 
(1962). 
II. REDUNDANT COMPUTATION SYSTEM 
Consider an irredundant circuit which receives inputs from m sources 
i Xki) S1, $2, " "  , S~, where source Si sends k digits Xi = (xl ~', x2, . . -  , 
each of which can assume one of ~ distinct values. The circuit consists 
of k elements, each element receives its inputs from all the m sources. 
The output ol of the ith element isoi = f~(X1, X~, • • • , X~), where o~ can 
also assume one of ~ distinct values. We will designate the outputs of 
the circuit by O = (ol, o2, . . .  , ok) = f(X1, X2, --- , Xm). Figure 1 
shows an irredundant circuit in the special ease that m = 2, ol = 
fl(xll 1 x12) andoi  = fi(x~ 1, x~ 2) ( i  2 .. ~). , X2 ,  ~ " 
Because of the noise, which might be present in the system, the Jr- 
redundant circuit is to be replaced by a redundant circuit having n ele- 
ments. Each element computes the function z~ = Fi (Y1, yi2, . . .  , y~)  
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where y+S (y{,1 ~ i J J X = , y+,~, • • • , y+,++~.) and y~,l = y i , z ( j )  is a funct ion of 
Xj which can assume one of ~/dist inct values. We assume the z~ can also 
assume one of ~/ dist inct values, and designate the outputs  of the re- 
dundant  circuit by  Z = (Zx, z2, - . .  , z~). The redundant  circuit is said 
to be capable of comput ing the function f(X~, X2, • • • , X~) if and only 
if there exists a one-to-one funct ion D such that  O(X1, X2, ..  • , Xm) = 
D(Z(X1 ,  X2, . . .  , Xm)), i.e., if we can view the points of Z as code 
words of the points of O. The reason for requir ing D to be a one-to-one 
funct ion will be discussed later. A redundant  circuit for the case rn = 2 
is i l lustrated in Fig. 2. The boxes shown with dot ted lines, namely  E1, 
S I S 2 
' X2 :  xp X 2 x 2 X I  : xll  xpl ' "  Xk " ' "  k 
ol 02 O k 
FIG. 1 
= 
SI S 2 
XI  I I I = x I X 2 . - .X  k X = v2  y2 . . .  v2 -2  "" I ~2 "k 
I__L_J_, ___L__k__L 
,[" El ! F E 2 . . . . .  
, . . . ,  - T . . -~-  2 ... 2 - -  ~-- . '~-  
i t y2 / Y n ~  
' D j 
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E2, and D, are in the figure merely to indicate the relation between X~ 
and (Y1 ~, Y2 ¢, • • • , Y~) and between Z and O, the only actual elements 
in the figure are those which compute the functions F1, F2, • • • , Fn.  
Thus a redundant system R is characterized by a set of E~'s, a set of 
F/s,  and D. 
Because of the noise present in the system the outputs of the re- 
* z~*) where Z* is Z dundant circuit will actually be Z* = (z~* z2 , . . .  
distorted by the noise. We would like to extend the domain of D to Z* 
such that even if a few errors occurred, D(Z*) would yield the correct 
result. A necessary and sufficient condition that D can be extended to 
Z*, such that even when any set of s or less errors has occurred the 
right result would be obtained, is that for every pair of distinct vectors 
Z ~C Z and Z 2 ~ Z the inequality d(Z I, Z 2) >__ 2s + 1 holds, where 
d(Z ~ Z 2) is the number of coordinates in which z~ 1 # z~ 2. Note that we 
have thus assumed that the noise can alter the value of z~ from any of 
the ~ values to any other, in this paper we will use d = !Viin d(Z ~, Z ~') 
as a measure of the error correcting ability of the redundant system. 
Thus our criterion for reliability is the number of errors the system can 
correct rather than its probability of malfunction. 
We define the index of redundancy in the redundant system R, de- 
noted by o, as p = n.log ",t/k.log ~.~ 
So far we have not put any restriction on the elements F~ besides the 
requirement that O = D(Z) ;  that means that the functions which the 
F~'s compute can be as complex as we wish. We will measure the com- 
plexity of the elements by the number of their inputs, and say that the 
complexity of the element F~ is ~ .~t  vii • For the purpose of this paper 
it is more convenient to deal with the complexity of F~ with respect o 
source Sj which is measured by v~j--the number of inputs to F~ which 
depend on the information coming from S~.. We define vl = ( l /m) ~-"~i~=iv~j 
as the complexity of F~ per source of ilfformation, and 
l~v  i 1 ~v~3 
as the average complexity of an element per source of information. 
We require that the desired logical operation on the m sources be 
performed by the F~'s, and this paper will investigate the relations 
among v, p, and d for various functions f, when this requirement is
1 This notation was suggested by P. Elias. 
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satisfied. To ensure that the inputs to the Fi's carry information only 
about the X/s,  and not about any logical combination of them, we 
require that each function Ei will have as inputs Xi alone. Similarly 
we require that the fmlction D(Z)  be one-to-one to guarantee that Z 
carries information about f(X1, X2, .- .  , X~) only. A more complete 
discussion of these requirements can be found in (Elias, 1958). 
In the next section we will investigate general redundancy systems 
and then will specialize to the case of Boolean functions (~ = 2); and in 
Section IV we will investigate the related problem of the complexity of 
eneoders for block codes used for transmission of information. 
III. RELIABILITY OF COMPUTATION SYSTEMS 
In this section we will show that for a class of functions, the redundant 
system which computes them has to satisfy p.v ->_ d. We will proceed 
by establishing this inequality for a particular function fi then will 
enlarge the class of functions for which the inequality is satisfied. 
THEOltEM 1. Let the ~ distinct values which x /  can talce on be denoted 
by O, 1, . - . ,  (~ - 1), and f (X l ,  X2) = (f l ,  f2, " "  , fk) be such that 
y i (X l  ' X2 ) • 1 2 = Mln(xi ,  xi ) for all i = 1, 2, . . .  , to, then every redundant 
system R which computes f satisfies the inequality p. v >= d. 
In the proof of the theorem we will denote the space {0, 1, . . . ,  
(~ - 1)} ~ by U and the points in U by u. 
The output of the ith element of the redundant system R is z~ = 
Fi(Yi~(X1), Yi2(X2)) = F~(X1, X2). This function defines two equiva- 
lence relations ma and m~ among elements u C U and thus induces two 
partitions P~ and Pe  of U. We say that us- -~il u~ if and only if for all 
u C U,/~(u~, u) = /~i(ut, u). Similarly we say that uj ~ u~ if and only 
if for all u C U, P~(u, uj) = P~(u, u~). It  is easily verified that these 
relations are indeed equivalence relations, and therefore induce two 
partitions of U:P~I and P~2. We denote the number of equivalence 
classes in Po  by #P~3", and will proceed to prove the theorem by 
bounding # Po  in two different ways; a comparison of these two bounds 
will yield the desired result. Lemma 1 will establish an upper bound on 
P~j. 
LEM~A 1. #Po" < ~Y~J(i = 1, 2, "'" , n; j  = 1, 2). 
PttooF: By definition of /? i (u l ,  u2) we have Fi(u~, u2) Fi( 1 = Yi (u l ) ,  
Y~2(u~) ). Therefore if Yi~(u~) = Y~(u~), then for all u ~ U, l~(uj ,  u) = 
F(Yi~(u~), Y~(u)  ) = F (Y i  (u~), Yi=(u)) = F~(uz, u) which means 
that uj '~* 1 u~ Since on distinct values we obtain N . Y~ cantake at most -~  
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# P~I -<__ ~" .  Similar argument will establish that # P~2 _-< ~" .  Q.E.D. 
The remaining lemmas will lead to a lower bound of ~ P~j and then 
to the proof of the theorem. 
LEM~ 2. Let f be as in Theorem 1, then P~I = P~2 (i = 1, 2, • • • , n). 
P~oo~: We have assumed that D is one-to-one and therefore Z = 
@1, z2, . . -  , z~) = D -I  (O). Let z~ = D71 (O) ; then  using the fact that 
f(Ul, U2) = f(U2, Ul) we  obtain: 
~fu ~ U[D71(f(uj , u) ) = D-/~(f(u~, u))] ~=~ 
Vu ~ V[D71(f(u, uj) ) = D71(f(u, u~))] vv 
Vu C U[/~du, uj) = Fi(u,  ut)] v=> uj ~ u~ Q.E.D. 
Because of Lemma 2 we can denote the partitions of U by 
P~ (i = 1, 2, • • • , n) and can drop the second subscript. Moreover, we 
can deduce from Lemma 2 that for every redundant system R, there is 
another redundant system R' with the same p, v, and d, such that 
t / vi~ = v~2 = Min(v~l, v~) (i = 1, 2, - . .  , n). Therefore we wil lassume 
in the rest of the proof that Vi l  ----- Vi2 and denote it by v~. 
mi mi  
LEMMA 3. Let f be as in Theorem 1 and let ul N u2 and u~ N u4 then 
mi 
ul"u3 '~ u2"m where u i .u j  means f (u i  , uj) .  
PnooF: For all u ~ U we have 
= D~ (u l .m.u)  = P~(ul ,  re 'u )  = Fi(u~, u~.u) 
--1[ --1 -- = D~ (u~'u~'u) = P~(u~ u~" D~ ~u2"m'u) , u) --- ~(m,u~'u)  
-1 D 1 u) ~du~'m,  u) .  Q.E.D. = D~ (m'u~'u)  = 7 (u~'u~" = 
m~ m i 
Lemma 3 guarantees that if ul ~-~ u2 then ul .u l  = ul ~ u l 'u~,  and 
therefore that each equivalence class of P~ has a unique minimal term, 
(ul is said to be minimal if for all u -.~ Ul, U.Ul = Ul). We define the 
function ut + u~ by (ul + u~)j = Max((u~)j ,  (u2)~.), j = 1, 2, - . .  ,/c, 
where (u)j indicates the j th coordinate of u. 
LEMMA 4. Let f be as in Theorem 1 and let u~ and u~ be minimal  terms 
of equivalence classes of P i  then ul + u~ is also a minimal  term of an 
equivalence class of P ~ . 
P~oos:  Assume that u~ + u2 is not the minimal term of the equivalence 
class which contains it. Let us ~ Ul ~- u~ be the minimal term of this 
equivalence class, then there exists j (1 = j =< /~) such that (m)J < 
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(ul -J- u2)j. With no loss of generality we can assume that (Ul  "~ U2)]  = 
(ul) j .  By Lemma 3 both u~.u3 and ul. (u~ -t- u2) belong to the same 
equivalence class, and since ul" (u~ + us) = ul they both belong to the 
same equivalence class whose minimal term is Ul. But (ul.u3)j = 
(us)j < (u~)j, which contradicts the a.ssumption that u~ is the minimM 
term of this equivalence class. Therefore u~ + u2 must be a minimal 
term. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3 guarantees that the number of equivalence classes in P~ is 
the same as the number of minimal terms in P~, and Lemma 4 enables 
us to generate new minimal terms. Next, let I~j denote the vector of U 
which has the value j in its sth coordinate and 0 everywhere lse 
( j  = 0, 1, . . . ,  (~ - 1 ) ; s  = 1,2,  . . .  , k ) .  
LE~MA 5. A necessary and su~cient condition for I~j (j ~ O) to be a 
minimal term of P~ is that I~ and I~(~-1) are not in the same equivalence 
class of P~. 
P~OOF: If Lj  is a minimal term of P~ then Lo-~) is clearly not in the 
same equivalence class with I,] since lay. I~(]_~) = L(~-~) • 
, f If L i  is not a minimal term of P~ then there exists a < j such that 
mi ml 
Lj, ~ I4 ,  and Ls, is a minimal term of P~. But since L(j-z) ~ L(i-~), 
mi 
we obtain (using Lemma 3) L(j-1)" Lj  ~ L(i-~)" I,j, . Since j '  =< j - 1 < j, 
we have L(~-~ "Lj = I,(¢_~) and - /~(i-1)"]sy = I s j , .  Substituting these 
ml mi mi 
relations we obtain I~(i_~ ) ~-, Li, ~'~ I~i ~ I~(j_~) ~-~ I~j. Q.E.D. 
LEM~A 6. Let a~ be the number of vectors I,j C U, j ~ O, which are 
minimal terms of Pc, then g Pi >- ~/(~-~) where ~ P~ is the number of 
equivalence classes of P~. 
PaooF: Let q, be the number of vectors Li  (j -~ 0), for a fixed s, 
which are minimal terms of P~ then a~ = E~,=I q~ = E~---I Nzl where 
Nz is the number of times q, = 1. Any u ~ U which can be written as a 
finite sum of the L /s  which are minimal terms will also be, by Lemma 4, 
a minimal term. Therefore 
~--1 ~--1 
~P~ ---- I I  (l + 1) ~ = I I  (l + 1) ~1/~~~ 
l=l  l~l 
But the function (x + 1) ~I~ is a monotone decreasing function on the 
B--1 1 interval (0, ~) and therefore #P~ > l~I~=~( + 1) (~/~~~ > 
The proof of Lemma 6 also indicates that a necessary condition for the 
equality to hold is that if I,s is a minimal term so is Ls, for all j '  = 
1,2, . . . ,  (~--  1). 
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The next lemma will demonstrate he connection between the a/s and 
d (the minimum distance between the points of Z). 
LEMMA 7. Let the redundant system be as in Theorem 1, then ~'~=1 a~ > 
k . (8 - -  1).d. 
PnooF :We will first prove that I~. (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  (8 - 1); s = 
1, 2, k) is a minimax term of P~ if • -1 • . . ,  and onlyifD~(Li) ¢ D~1(I~o'-1)), 
and then use the minimum distance requirement to prove the lemma. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for Li  to be a minimaX term in 
P~ is that I~i and Is(j_1), are not in the same equivalence class of Pi (by 
Lemma 5). The latter condition can happen if and only if there exists a 
u C U such that D(I (L j .u)  = P~(I~., u) ~ PdL(j-1)'u) = 
-1 I = = Min(j,  Di (~(i--1) "U) .  But I~i'u I,i, and I~o._1 ) .u = I,j,, where j '  
(u)~) and j"  = Min(( j  - 1), (u)~). Thus/~( I~j ,  u) # Pi(L(~'-I), u) 
if and only if j' ~ j" which can happen if and only if (u), > j. But in 
this case j ' = j and j"  = (j - 1); substituting these values for j '  and 
--1 j "  we obtain DT~(L~) # Di (L(i-~)). 
Since the minimum distance between D-~(u~) and 1 D-(u2)  is d we 
obtain that for all s and j  (s = 1, 2, . . -  , /~; j  = 1, 2, - . .  , (~ -- 1)) 
the vectors D-l(I , i)  and -~ D (L(j-1)) differ by at least d coordinates;and 
therefore there are at least d partitions P~ (i = 1, 2, . . .  , n) for which 
I~- is a minimal term. Denote the number of such partitions by 
n a ~-1 b~i (b,i > d). Then: ~i=1 ~ ~--~.i=1 k = = ~=t  b83" > £. (8 --  1 ) .d .  
PROOF OF THEOREM 1: Combining Lemma 1 and Lemma 6 we obtain 
for every i (i = 1, 2, - . .  , n) 
and therefore 
f l~ ,~ >f l~CP i>f l~ ~ ( ~ - ' =  = 
/=1 i=1 i~ l  
v- n 
which means that ~,z ~=~ , >__ ~/(~-l)z ~=~. But by definition ~ v~ = n. v 
and by Lemma 7 }--~_l a~ -> k.d. (8 -- 1), and therefore 
v.n ~k.d 
and thus v.n log ~, > £.d log 6. But by definition  = p.£.log ~/log -~ 
and therefore p.v => d. 
In Theorem 1 we assumed that the ~ values which x /can  take on are 
linearly ordered. This assumption can be relaxed somewhat by assuming 
that those 6 values are partially ordered and form a distributive lattice 
L. In this case we have to replace the requirement on f~(X~, X~) by re- 
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quiring that f i (Xt,  X2) = g.l.b.(Xl~, x2i), and replace the definition of 
(us + u2)j = Max((ul)~., (us)j) by (ul + u2)~. = 1.u.b.((Ul)j, (us)j). 
It is easily verified that Lemmas 1, 2, 3, and 4 still hold even when the 
new definitions are used; Lemma 5, though, has to be modified. We 
define the set g c L as the set of points {gt, g2, • • • } in the lattice such 
that gi C g if and only if gi ¢ 0 (the minimM point of the lattice) and 
for any two points, l~, l~ C L such that l~ + l~ = g~ the condition ll = gl 
or 12 = g~ holds. It is clear from the definition that any point l C L can 
be expressed as l = ~ ,  g~ where g' c g is a subset of g. For every 
set h c g we define a number a~, = H ~/~h where ~ h is the number of 
points in h, and H is the number of points in 1 C L which can be ex- 
pressed as 1 = ~c~'g~,  h' c h. (Note_that ag = 5~/6g.) 
Let ]; be the subset of g such that /~/h < H1/h for all h C g. For each 
g~ ~ g we define gj' = }-~l<__gj,z/~l. (g j  will play in Lemmas o,  6,  and 
7' the same role that (j  - 1) played in Lemmas 5, 6, 7.) Next let L~ 
denote the vector u E U which has the value l C L in its sth coordinate 
and 0 everywhere else. Lemma 5 now becomes: 
LE~MA 5'. A necessary and su~cient condition for L~ to be a minimal 
term of P~ is that I ,  o and I~g , are not in the same equivalence class of P i .  
The proof of Lemma 5 is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5 and 
therefore will not be given. We also state without proof the equivalent 
of Lemma 6. 
LEM~A 6'. Let a~ be the number of L~ ~ U(g~ ~ g) which are minimal 
terms of P i  , then ~ P~ > a~ ~. 
FinMly, we can obtain, in a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 7, 
the following: 
LEMMA 7 t. ~i~=1 ai >= ]¢.d. ]~ g. 
f ! 
Using Lemmas 1 -7 ,  we thus obtain 
T~EOREM 1. Let the 6 distinct values which x~ ~ can take on be points on 
a distributive lattice L, and f(X~, X~) = (f~, f~, . . .  , f~) be such that 
fi(X~ , X~) -- g.l.b.(X¢ ~, X~ ~) for all i = 1, 2, • • • , lc, then every redundant 
system which computes f satisfies the inequality p~.v > d where p' 
logag/log oh. 
Theorems 
( f l , f~ ,  . . . ,  
reliability of 
product p.v. 
which this is 
the proofs of 
1 and 1 t show that for the special function f = 
fl~) where f~(Xl, X2) = g.l.b.(xl~, x2i), an increase in the 
the system can be obtained only by an increase of the 
Theorems 2 and 3 will enlarge the class of functions for 
true. (The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 are very similar to 
Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 in (Winograd, 1962).) 
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THEOREM 2. Let f (X l ,  X2, • " , Xm) and f*(X1, X~, . - .  , X,~) be two 
functions such that 
f * (x l ,  x2 ,  . . . ,  xm) = ~(f(.~l(x1), ~(x~) ,  . . . ,  ~(xm)) ) ,  
where ~o~:Xl --+ X~ is a one-to-one function (i = 1, 2, . . . ,  m) and 
~:{0, 1, . . . ,  (5 - 1)} -+ {0, 1, 2, . . .  , (5 - 1)} is a one-to-one function, 
then the inequality of Theorem 1 (Theorem 1 t) holds for f if and only if it 
holds for f*. 
PROOF: To show that if the inequality holds for f* it holds for f, we 
will prove that if it does not hold for f it does not hold for f* either. 
Let R be a redundant system for f such that the inequality does not 
hold. R then is characterized by the set of E~'s, the set of Fi's and D. 
We will construct a redundant system R* which computes f* with the 
same p, v, and d as of R and thus show that the inequality does not hold 
for R* either. 
• y i .  y i , /X  ~ . yi .(X.~ ~ Let E~ (X0 = ( 1 (Xl), 2 ~ ~j, • ",  , ~  be such that 
YF(X0  ~ X . . . .  , . . . .  = Yj (~i(~))  for all i 1, 2, m, j 1, 2, , n. Let 
Fj* = F~ (i = 1, 2, - . .  ,n )  and D*(Z) = CD(Z); and let R* be the 
• ' D*. R* redundant system using the E~*'s, F~ s, and It  is clear that 
computes f* and that r, v, 5, and 7 are the same inR and R*. To prove 
that the minimum distance d* of R* is the same as the minimum distance 
d of R note that: 
d* = Min d[D*-l(O~*), D*-I(oj*)]  
= Min~.~- ~j d[D-~(¢-~(O~*)), D-~(~-~(O~ .*))] 
= Min,.t.,~t d[D-~(O~), D-~(Ot)] = d. 
Thus R* and R have the same p, v, and d and therefore if the inequality 
does not hold for R it does not hold for R* either. 
To prove the reverse implication ote that 
f(Xl X2, • X,~) ~-*( f*(~7*(Xl) , -1 , • • ,  = ~ (x~), . . . ,  ~7,~(x~))). 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 increases the class of functions for which Theorems 1 and 
1' hold. To get a feeling for the increase in the number of functions, 
note that there are (Sk)a functions f* such that f* = ~(f(~l(Xl), ~2(X2)) 
where f is as in Theorem 1. 
Theorems 1 and 1' deal with functions of two sources. It  is readily 
seen that the proof of Theorem 1 (Theorem 1') can be carried out also 
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for the case that f*(Xt ,  X2, X3) = (X~.X2) .X8 where the function ( . )  is 
as in Theorem 1 (Theorem 1'). The next theorem will deal with functions 
of more than two sources, for which the inequality of Theorem 1 
(Theorem 1') holds. 
T~OaE~ 3. Let f*(Xl  , X2, • • • , X~) be such that for every i (i = 1, 
2, . . .  , m) there exists a set C~ l~s'~i,J/~ Xj and a one-to-one function 
¢~:C~ --~ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,  (8 - 1)} k such thatf*(X~, C~) = f(X~-, ¢~(C~)) 
where f is as in Theorem 1 (Theorem lt), then any redundant system which 
computes f* satisfies the inequality of Theorem 1 (Theorem 1'). 
PaOOF : Let R be the redundant system which computes f*. We define 
~)i n = (1 / )  ~ j= l  vj~ as the average complexity of an element with respect 
to source S~. If we restrict the input set to X~ X C~ we obtain, using 
Lemma 2, Theorem 1 (Theorem 1'), and Theorem 2, that the inequality 
of Theorem 1 (Theorem 1') is satisfied for R if we replace v in the in- 
equality by v ~. Summing these m inequalities (for i = 1, 2, • • • , m) and 
m i dividing by m yields the required result. (Note that v = (1/m) ~=~ v .) 
Theorems 2 and 3 show that for a large class of functions, an increase 
in the reliability of the redundant system can be obtained only by an 
increase of the redundancy or of the complexity of the elements used in 
the redundant system. Next, we will give a more quantitative stimate 
of this class for the ease 8 = 2. 
In the ease a = 2, Theorems 1 and 1' coincide since any distributive 
lattice of two points is also a linear ordering of these two points. Theorem 
1 thus says that if f~(X~, X2) = x~ 1, x~ 2 (i = 1, 2, . . .  , It) then pv > d 
where p = n log2~//k. 
Consider the ease that fi(X1, X2) 1 2 It' ' = x~ .xi for only of the fl s, 
then we can obtain from Theorem 1 that p'v > d, where p' = n log2~,//c'. 
To show the latter result we restrict he inputs to X~' X X2' where X / i s  
a subspaee of X3 which is obtained by holding the !c-lc' coordinates, 
for which f i (X l  X~) i 2 , = x~ -x~, fixed. Then Theorem 1 holds if we re -  
place/c by k' and therefore p'v > d or equivalently p. v > c. d where 
c = k'/k. The next theorem shows that the fraction of the (2~°) 2~ two 
valued functions of two sources for which p.v > e. d, for some c, ap- 
proaches 1 as/c increases. 
TI~EORE~: 4. The fraction of functions of two sources for which p. v > e. d, 
for some c, is greater than 1 5 2 -2k 
PROOF: Because of Theorems 1 and 2, any function f for which there 
exist four vectors ul, u~ C X~ (u~ ¢ u2) and u~, m ~ X2 (ua ¢ u~) such 
thatf(u~, u~) = f (u l  , u4) = f (u~, u~) ~ f (u2,  m)  will satisfy p.v >= 
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c.d where c > 1/k. (Note that  in this case, if we let ¢1, ¢2, and ~V be 
such that  ~1(ul) = ~2(u3) = ~(f(u l ,  us)) = (0, 0, . - - ,  0, 0) and 
~1(u2) = ¢s(u4) = ~(f(u2, m))  = (1, 0, . . .  , 0, 0), then we will obtain 
the "AND"  function on the first coordinate.) Consider the ensemble of 
all (2k) 2~ functions, and assign to each function the probabi l i ty (2-~) 2~, 
let t be a random variable whose value tl is the number  of quadruples 
u l ,u2 ,us ,m(u l  # us ,us  # u4) such that f (u l ,u3)  = f (u l ,m)  = 
f(u~, us) # f(u2, m). I t  is clear that  the desired fraction, P,  satisfies 
P >= 1 - Pr (t = 0). Let us denote 2 ~ by N, then E(t) = (N - 1)S/N 
and z2(t) = (SN s - 24N2+ 44N - 28) (N  - 1)S/N 2. (The calculations 
of E(t) and ~2(t) are straightforward but  tedious because of the great 
number  of possibilities which have to be considered, and therefore are 
omitted.)  Using Chebicheff's inequality we obtain 
P >= 1-  P r ( t  =0)  > 1 -  P r{ I t -E ( t )  I >E( t )}  
> 1 - cr2(t)/E(t) 2 = 1 - (aNs - 24N2 -¢- 44N - 28) 
N2(N-  1)3 
We next note that /~ >= 1 means that  N > 2 and that  the polynomial  
9x 2 -- 29x -t- 23 > 0 for x > 2. Therefore 
5N s - 24N 2 -]- 44N - 28 + 9N s - 29N ~- 23 
P>I -  
N~(N-  1)3 
= 1 5(N  - 1) ~ 
N2(N-  1)s" 
Subst itut ing 2 k for N we obtain P > 1 - 5.2 -2~. 
We will now use the result of Theorems 4 and 3 to show that  the 
fraction of functions of m sources which satisfy p. v > c. d also approaches 
1 for large enough/c. 
THEOREM 5. Let P~ be the fraction of functions of m sources for which 
p.v >= c.d then P,~ > 1 - m(5.2-~k) 2(~-2)k. 
PRooF: Let U~ be the space 
I I  Xi (i = 1, 2, . - .  , m) 
j= l ; j  #i,1 
where 1 = i + 1 rood. m. Let  u~ C U~, then every function 
f (X l ,  X2, . - -  , X~) can be written as f = ~ev~ ~f (u i ,  X~, X~) 
where the summat ion means the OR function coordinatewise, and 
where ~ means that  f(u~, X~, Xz) is present in the summat ion if the 
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va lue  o f  (X  1 , X2 ,  - . .  , X i _ l ,  Xi_]_2 , . . -  , Xrtz) i s  u~ and absent  o therwise .  
The probabil ity that, for no ui ,  f(u~, X~, Xz) satisfies the condition of 
• ~ --2k ~(m--2)k . . 
Theorem ~ Is less than (0.2 )" . Therefore the probablhty that 
for at least one value of i the condition p.v ~ > c.d is not satisfied is 
greater than m. (5"2--~k)2(~-=)k; and hence P~ > 1 -- m-(5.2-~k) 2(~-2)k. 
Q.E.D. 
The results of the last two theorems uggest hat, for most automata, 
either the redundancy or the complexity of elements has to increase 
indefinitely as bhe number of errors which can be corrected increases• 
IV. COMPLEXITY  OF ENCODERS 
n we will investigate the requirements on the complexity 
error correcting codes whose minimum distance is d. 
k, n) block code, where each of the k information digits 
n code digits can assume one of ~ distinct values• We will 
!ormation digits by X = (x~, x2, • • • , xe) and the n code 
(y~, y2, " .  , y~). The encoding function is specified 
y the dependence of Y on X, i.e., when we are given n 
gi(X) (i = 1, 2, . . .  , n). In general y~ will Dot depend 
9rdinates of X. Let the number of the coordinates of X 
)ends be v~. We define the complexity of the encoder of 
~, n . ) ~ i= l  v~ Theorem 6 shows a relation between v~, k, n 
In this secti 
of eneoders fo: 
Let C be a 
and each of th 
denote the k il 
digits by Y = 
when we spec 
functions y~ = 
on all thek  c 
on which y~ d~ 
C by v~ = (1/ 
and d. 
THEOREM 6, 
and whose encc 
PROOF : We 
1. Let R be th( 
f (X , ,  X~) = 
1. X, and X2 
2. Let the e: 
l <=t <_k ,y  
by E~ and E2 ( 
3. Let F~( Y~ 
I t  is clear t~ 
Let C be a ( k, n) block code whose minimum distance is d 
!er has the complexity vo , then kin < v~/d. 
~ill show that this theorem is a consequence of Theorem 
following redundant system which computes the function 
• X2 (where X~. X2 is as defined in Theorem 1) : 
xave k digits which can assume one of ~ values each. 
coders E1 and E2 be such that for all i, j, 1 there is a t, 
~(Xj) = x~ j. This means that the functions performed 
resist of merely "splitting the lines." 
. Y? )  : P~(X l ,  X~) : g~(X l .X2) ,  i = I ,  2 ,  . . .  , n .  
~t R does compute X~.X2 and that its minimmn distance 
is d and that i s complexity is v~. Therefore we obtain (since p = n/k 
in this case) n/k.v~ >= d, or k/n <= v~/d. 
As an example, consider the modulo 6 parity (k, k + 1) code. ( In this 
codeg~(X) = x i fo r i  = 1,2, . . . , kandgk+l (X)  = ~=lx lmod6. )  
This code can detect any shlgle error and therefore d = 2. The corn- 
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plexity of the encoder is v~ = 2k/(k + 1). Substituting these values 
we obtain lc/(k + 1) = 2k/(2k + 1). 
The proof of Theorem 6 indicates a relation between redundancy- 
complexity-reliability of codes and those of a redundant computation 
system. The next theorem illustrates this relation. 
THEOm~ 7. Let R be a (It, n) redundant system which computes Xl.X2 
such that "y = ~ then the equality in the result of Theorem 1 can hold if and 
only if there exists a (k, n) block code for which the equality of Theorem 6 
holds. 
PRooF: That  the equality can hold in the result of Theorem 1 if it 
holds in Theorem 6 is an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 
6 which showed that vc = v and that both C and R have the same d. 
To prove the reverse implication we have to examine the lemmas which 
led to the proof of Theorem 1. 
For equality to hold in Theorem 1, equality has to hold in Lemma 1 
and in Lemma 6. 
Equality can hold in Lemma 1 if and only if YiJ(Xj) does assume all 
its possible ~"  values, and each value defines an equivalence class of 
Yi (u,) PC, i.e., ut N u~ if and only if 3" = Y~J(m). 
Equality can hold in Lemma 6 if and only if for all i = 1, 2, • • • , n, 
I8~. is a minimal term of P~ implies that I~z is also a minimal term of P~ 
for all 1 = 0, 1, 2, • • • , (3 -- 1) ; and also that each minimal term of P~ 
can be obtained as a linear combination of the Lj 's which are minimal 
terms of P i .  
Those three requirements imply that each P~ (i = 1, 2, - . .  , n) has 
exactly v~ coordinates s such that I~j is a minimal term of P~, and there- 
fore/gi(Xl,  X2) also depends on only vi coordinates of X~ and (the same) 
v~ coordinates of X2. Define the code C by the n set of functions g~(x) 
= /gi(X, X) (i = 1, 2, - . .  , n). Since for all X, X.X = X then for the 
code C just described Y(X) = D-~(X), and therefore both C and R 
have the same minimum distance. Also, by the way we constructed 
gi(X), we obtain v~ = v. Since by hypothesis the equality in Theorem 1 
is satisfied for R, we obtain n/k.v~ = d which means that t~/n = vc/d 
and the equality of Theorem 6 is satisfied for C. Q.E.D. 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 7 we did not use the requirement 
that equality holds in Lemma 6 as well. A. J. t Ioffman of IBM Research 
used this condition to show a necessary condition for the equality to 
hold in Theorem 6 (and therefore in Theorem 1) for the case 3 = 2. 
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THEOREM 8 (Hoffman). Let C be a binary (k, n) bloclc code such that 
]c/n = v~/d, then C is a group code (coset code). 
PRoof': With no loss of generality we can assume that the encoder of 
C maps the 0 vector of X into the 0 vector of Y. Because of Theorem 7 
a necessary condition for k/n = v~/d is that for the corresponding 
R,r.v = d. That means that the equality has to hold for Lemma 7 as 
well. A necessary condition for the equality to hold is that (to use the 
notation of Lemma 7) b~j- = d. (Note that since ~ = 2, j can take only 
one value j = 1, we will use the notation b~ instead of b~j .) This require- 
merit means that each coordinate s of X appears in exactly d encoding 
functions g~. Let L C X, s = 1, 2, . . .  , k, denote the vector whose sth 
coordinate is 1 and all the others are 0. Let Y~ ~ Y be the code word of 
L ,  then those d coordinates of Y~ which depend on the sth coordinate 
of X will have the value 1 and all the rest will have the value 0. Let 
Y~,.~ ...,~ be the code word for ~}=~ Lj where the summation indicates 
modulo 2 addition coordinate by coordinate; we want to prove that 
Y~I,~,..-,~ = ~=~ Y~j • This will be proven by induction on t. 
(a) The result is trivially true for the ease t = 1. 
(b) Assume the result to be true for the ease t = u. Since d(Y~,~ ...,~, 
Y~,~ ...~+~) => d (by the minimum distance requirement) and since 
the s~+~th coordinate of X can affect at most d coordinates of Y then 
d(Y~,~ ... ~ ,  Y~,~,... ~+~) = d, and the two vectors differ exactly in 
the coordinates of Y affected by the s~+~th coordinate of X, i.e., 
Y~,~...~+~ = Y~,~. . .~ q- Y~+~. But by induction hypothesis 
u ~-'~ u+l Y~I,~,'",~ = ~i=i  Y~i , therefore Y~,~2....,~+~ = z..,J~l Y~s • Q.E.D. 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 8 we obtain: 
COROLLARY. A (]c, n) group code whose minimum distance is d can be 
implemented by an encoder such that ]c/n = v¢/d if and only if it can be 
generated by a set of k generators each of which has a weight d. 
As an example consider the (4, 7) Hamming (1950) code. The four 
generators of this code are sometimes given as in Table I, i~l which the 
first three generators have the weight 3, but the fourth one has the 
TABLE I 
1000 --~ 1000110 
0100 ~ 0100011 
0010 ~ 0010101 
0001 ~ 0001111 
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TABLE I I  
1000 ~ 1000110 
0100 --~ 0100011 
0010 4 0010101 
0001 --* 0011010 
TABLE I I I  
0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 ~ 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  
1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
weight 4. In this case we obtain k/n = 4/7, v~ --- 13/7 and d = 3 and 
that 4/7 < (13/7)/3. On the other hand, we can generate the same 
code as shown in Table II, in which case vo = 12/7 and 4/7 = 12/7.3. 
Yet not every (]~, n) group code whose minimum distance is d can be 
generated by a set of generators whose weight is d. A simple example of 
such a code is given in Table II I . The code is a (2, 7) code whose mini- 
mum distance is 3, yet the reader can easily convince himself that no 
set of generators whose weight is 3 exists for this code. 
A theorem proven by D. K. Ray-Chaudhuri guarantees that if a 
(k, n) group code with minimum distance d exists, then there exists 
another @, n) group code with minimum distance d which can be 
generated by a set of generators, each of weight d. 
THEOREM 9 (Ray-Chaudhuri). Let C1 be a (k, n) group code with 
minimum distance d, then there exists another (k, n) group code C, with 
minimum distance d which can be generated by a set of vectors each of 
which has a weight d. 
PROOF: Since the minimum distance of vectors in C1 is d, there exist 
two vectors a, ~ C C1 such that d(~, fl) = W(a + fl) = d. This means 
that we can always find a set of generators of C1 which includes at least 
one vector with weight d. 
We will now prove that if there exists a (k, n) group code C* with a 
set of k generators, t of which have weight d (the minimum distance of 
C*), then there exists another (k, n) group code C** with the same 
minimum distance which can be generated by a set of vectors, t + 1 of 
which have weight d, and thus complete the proof. 
Let {al, a2, " "  , st} be the t vectors with weight d which are in the 
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set of generators of C*. Let V1 be the subspace generated by 
{al, a~, . - .  , at}, and let Vs = C* - VI. We define l = ~iin~cv2W(a) 
> d, and let at+l C V2 be such that W(at+l) ~--  1. We can therefore find 
k -- (t + 1) more vectors {at+s • "" ak} in C* such that {a~, as, • • • , a t ,  
at+l ,  a t+2 , " " " , Otk} i s  a basis of C*. Let ~ be an n-dimensional vector 
such that W@) = l - d and W(at+~ + ~) = d. We denote at+l  "~ ~ by 
a't+l and claim that the space C** generated by {al, as, " .  , a t ,  a/t+1 , 
a t+s  , ' ' -  , a~} is the desired code. To show this, we will have to show 
that this set is linearly independent and that a C C** and a ~ 0 mean 
that W(a)  > d. We will prove the two propositions together by proving 
that every a = ~=1,~t+1 a~ai + at+lab+l, where the ai's are either 0 
or 1 but not all of them are 0, has the property W(a)  => d. Thus no 
nontrivial linear combination of the generators of C** will be the 0 
vector (which has the weight 0). We will distinguish between two cases: 
Case 1: at+l = 0. In that case, a C C* and therefore W(a)  -> d. 
Case 2: at+l = 1. In this case, substitute a"t+ 1 = O~t+ 1 7(- E and obtain 
a = ~=1 aiai + e = -~- e. But since at+l  = 1, then a' C Vs.  Thus 
W(~) = W( J  + ~) = W( J )  + W(~) - 2W( J .~)  => W( J )  - W(~). 
But W(e)  = 1 -- dand  W(a' )  > l, and so we obtain W(a)  > l -  
(1 -  d) -- d. Q.E.D. 
V.  D ISCUSSION 
The results of Section I I I  indicate that for most automata, arbitrarily 
high reliability can be achieved only at the expense of increasing the 
number of elements in the redundant system or the number of their 
inputs. The particular case of -/ = ~ = 2 and v = ! was investigated 
by Elias (1958), Peterson and Robin (1959), and Winograd (1962). ( In 
those references the computation was assumed to occur sequentially 
instead of "in parallel", but the reader can convince himself that their 
model is equivalent o the case v = 1.) They showed that in order to 
obtain a redundant system whose minimum distance is d and which 
computes the function X1.X2 (or its equivalent functions in the sense of 
Theorem 2) then the inequality p > d has to hold, which is a special 
ease of the result obtained in Theorem 1. 
One of the shortcomings of the line of investigation taken in this 
paper is that we measured the reliability of a system by the minimum 
distance between its code points rather than its probability of failure. 
The use of the minimum distance as a measure of reliability does not 
take into account he possibility that an element with many inputs will 
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be noisier than one with few inputs. Even if we assume a to be fixed, 
two redundant systems might have the same p. v and d and yet differ in 
their probability of malfunction. 
The results obtained in this paper give a lower bound for the product 
p.v. In  an actual case, when a reliable automaton is desired, a choice 
has to be made between increasing p and increasing v; a choice which 
will depend to a large extent on the hardware available, and how the 
noise varies with an increase in the complexity of the elements. 
Section IV shows that to obtain better and better transmission codes, 
either the rate has to drop or more and more complex encoders have to 
be used. Group codes have the special property that they alone can be 
realized with encoders having least complexity. Moreover, for every 
(k, n) group code with minimum distance d, there exists another @, n) 
group code with the same minimum distance whose encoder has the 
least possible complexity, and the equality of Theorem 6 is realized. 
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